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Meetings held the last Wednesday of the month, Old Silhillians Rugby Club, Knowle
(Jct 5 M42)

 Club members are invited to display their cars as part of the static display or Carnival
Procession at Shrewsbury Carnival on Saturday 15th June 2013. Any member who is
interested is asked to contact the organiser, Bernard Bryant, at 21 Longleat Close,
Minsterly, Shrewsbury SY5 0YX, tel 01743 792748 01743 792748 or 07790 228536 or
on bryant5456@btinternet.com or to visit the website www.classic-spares-electrical.com.
The closing date for entries is 5th June 2013.

RE Advert
Thank you to all those members who looked in their garages and collections and came up with
the sparking plugs. I’ve enough for a V8 now!
Andy Lowe

Chair Chat
Last club night, Wednesday 24th April saw one of the most successful, Bring and Buys in many along day. I
am told that the club made £90 on the night, a jolly good effort and lots of scrap iron changed hands! One
member submitted a variety of ‘bits’ and was most pleasantly surprised with the financial reward. Well
done, Arnold Crowe and a very big thank you.
On the Cotswold Run, 28 x Austin 7s, one Morris Bullnose and two moderns, set off from the North
Cotswold Hunt Kennels on a dry Sunday morning. Whilst we did see the sun, occasionally, there was rarely
enough to increase the ambient temperature. After a minor excursion into the Vale and a dash across the
M7, the troop made its way up into the Cotswolds and southwards via Temple Guiting and Guiting Power
and down to the Craven Arms at Brockhampton for lunch. And an excellent it was too. We phoned down
the order as we left Broadway so that as each of our reserved tables became full they were served. I don’t
how it worked but it did and most people had their meal delivered very quickly.
From the
Craven Arms we continued south and east not actually crossing the A40 but visiting areas that were new to
both Jenny and I. On the way north westward from Bourton on the Water , we visited Jackdaws Castle,
home of Jonjo O’Neill’s Racing Stables, all 120 of them and all of them occupied. We were given a very
interesting talk by Joe O’Neill, nephew of Jonjo. And then in a 28 car convoy we drove round the whole of
the 498 acre estate complete with gallops, jumps and rubber matting where the horses cross tarmac or
concrete. Whilst we did not see it, there is an indoor exercise area equal to 4 football pitches, a swimming
pool and a solarium all for the horses. From there, we continued NW to finish as usual at the Ranch
Caravan Park where the Attridges put on yet another amazing spread. Very many thanks to them, once
again. Only two members failed to make the finish but they did both get home safely even if one of them
had to drive home on the choke. They had reached the lunch stop 10 minutes after we had all left, so they
too enjoyed and excellent lunch before heading home. I understand their carburettor problems have now
been resolved. The optional questionnaire was won, quite convincingly, by the Harris family, all four of
them, in a Ruby, well done, team. I have been asked by the National Trust to let them know how many
Austin 7s will be going to Coughton Court on Sunday, 16th June, Fathers Day.
Please would you let me know if you are intending to go so I can advise the National Trust accordingly.
Secondly, could you also advise me if you are going to the Wings and Wheels Classic event at the Bidford
Gliding Club on Monday 27th May, Bank Holiday. In both cases a phone call or email will do.
Finally, have you sent your entry forms in for Stanford Hall Sunday, 26th May**** and the Baddesley
Clinton Run on Sunday 21st July. (Memo to self: Send entry****Don’t forget the Gentlemens Cake
Competition at Stanford, we only had 6 entries last year so put your thinking caps on and enter your
culinary masterpiece. Judging by a Master Cakologist! Same rules as the last umpteen years.....No help
from ‘Wags’.
That’s all for now. I look forward to seeing you at some of the above.
ATB. Brem

Hope to see you at Stanford Hall on Sunday 26th.

MEN, we need you to bake a cake for the cake competition.
It’s a bit of fun and a great club fund raiser, so get baking chaps!
**********************************************************************

2 Austin 7 two bearing engines. Coil ignition. One used in a boat and in
good condition. The other has accessories missing and its condition is
unknown. Offers invited.
‘Phone Bob Grice on 01527-62953

This came to me and may be useful to members but note, I have no
specific knowledge of this company. ED
(Let me know if you do.)
Click into www.ClassicCARama.com

...1000s of ads for individual parts, equipment, individual
restoration & related services - by leading classic & vintage car
parts & service supplier companies
The UK's ONLY DEDICATED INTERNATIONAL buy & sell website
for classic car parts, accessories, equipment, events, restoration services, literature,
automobilia..
...anything classic & vintage car related www.ClassicCARama.com
Charles Leith - 30 years in Classic & Vintage car publishing
New Forest, Hampshire, UK
Tel 01425 653377

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
We know some club members have been suffering from ill health recently and hope
you will feel better soon.

The Surviving Austin 7 Register
( Reproduced from The Scottish Austin 7 Clubs “Meshing Point”).
Edited letter from Jim Blacklock - A7CA Registrar
Dear Austin 7 Owners
In July last year I became the A7CA Registrar with the main responsibility to look after
the A7CA Surviving Austin 7 Register on behalf of all the owners of Austin 7s around the
world, as well as for any Austin 7 enthusiasts. In other words I am looking after the
A7CA Surviving Austin 7 Register for you.
The A7CA Surviving Austin 7 Register has been built up since 1970 using the
information that has been passed onto them by the Member Clubs and the Austin 7
owners themselves (either directly or via the A7CA Website). These A7CA Member
Clubs gathered the information from their membership when the members joined and on
an annual basis when their membership is renewed. The information contained in the
A7CA Surviving Austin 7 Register is useful to Austin 7 owners and enthusiasts for the
following reasons:
It shows if your old Austin 7 still exists.
If your particular Austin 7 does still exist then it gives you a first step in locating the
current owner whilst still respecting their confidentiality and security.
It enables enthusiasts to identify when a particular model was produced and how many
remain in existence. It also provides information as to changes that have taken place to
a particular Austin 7s for example, Registration Number, Colour, Engines, or the original
donor car for an Austin 7 Special.
It provides information as to when a particular Austin 7 was sold by auction.
It can also indicate if a particular Austin 7 is a genuine Austin factory-built example or
an amalgam of various main parts (such as chassis and body) from different factory
produced cars.
In mid-March 2013 I completed a review and re-organisation of the A7CA Surviving
Austin 7 Register. However there are still some three hundred entries that have queries
about the correctness of the data about particular Austin 7s, and these have now been
highlighted in the hope and expectation that the Austin 7 Clubs and Austin 7 Owners
can resolve them, which is why we need you to update your car’s data whenever you
renew the membership of your Austin 7 Club. You will note there is a new column for
Previous Registration Numbers (which has cut down on the number of duplicate entries)
a column for the Member and Associate Member Clubs of the A7CA, a column for the
various specialist A7CA Austin 7 Registers (of which there are 16) and another for the
country in which the Austin 7 is located (29 countries including Columbia and Zambia).

BUT THIS LATEST A7CA Surviving Austin 7 Register IS STILL NOT UP-TO-DATE
WITHOUT YOUR UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR AUSTIN 7(s)!!
Please note that just entering “Same as last year” is not what we need. Please help your
club help the A7CA Surviving Austin 7 Register, by providing ALL THE DATA ASKED
FOR.
Please remember that this information provided by you and the previous owners.

and The Marriners
Our Box Saloon has not been on the road for some years but,
as our very first Austin 7, remains a family favourite.
This year “Flossie” celebrates her 80th birthday and 40 years of being in the
Marriner household and the royal we decided it was the cue to get her out of the
back of the garage and give her an airing.
Way back in 1973 the Marriners were still fairly newly married with no family.
Keith was working at MIRA at the time and his colleague was going off to Australia.
He told Keith about this Austin7 he had, and wanted Keith to look after it for him
while he was away. We decided that we would go Rugby, where the car was, to have
a look. We knew absolutely nothing about Austin7s but when we first saw “Flossie”
in a lockup garage and it was a bit of love at first sight. The princely sum of
£75 was duely paid and we were now owners of an Austin7.
We took her home on cup final day 1973.
Not really knowing what to do next, Keith got her running and we made the best we
could of the body work and in true 70s style off we went.
One of our first outings was to a event where we parked next to a vehicle with a
pair of legs sticking out from under it. “ Got some trouble mate?” offered Keith.
“No just polishing the chassis” came the curt reply!
What had we got ourselves into.
Not long after my dad met Pete Blackburn who was just parking his box saloon
outside the loca post office. A conversation followed which led to us becoming
members of the Midlands club and good friends of Pete and Audrey and family.
With the usual blindness of youth we had a wonderful idea to take this little car to
see my pen friend in Germany near the,then, East German border. Plans were made
for our adventure and work done on Flossie.
The route and campsites were planned, to Dover over to Calais then along the
Moselle valley, taking in Luxembourg, to Koblenz where it meets the Rhine. Camping
on the way attracted a lot of attention and interest and we met some lovely people.
From Koblenz up the Rhine valley to Braunschweig , our destination and our only
“breakdown” was a flat battery! This was saved by a jolly German garage owner who
dived under a work bench and produced a very dusty 6v battery. He duely charged
it and gave it to us FREE of charge. What a hero.
The adventure continued with the return journey across Germany to Holland and
back to Harwich. This was to be the first of many great times we had with Flossie.
She was “ very portable” and spent her formative years sitting on top of camping
gear on Flossie`s back seat while we travelled far and wide to rallies ,holidays and
meeting up with friends.
Now as we say I have cut a short story long! Flossie is on her way out into the
sunshine once more to celebrate her birthday year.

Keith has begun the preparations in the dark depths of our
garage with a very “Heath Robinson “ lighting system befitting
the Mariners!
Hopefully she will make it to Stanford,
where she has been many times before.

*****************************************************************************************

Cotswold Run 2013

By Andy Lowe
This years run started from
the Hunt Kennels at
Broadway as usual. There
was the signing on to do,
and the greeting of old
friends.

There was a good turn out of cars
and soon we started on the route.

This year it included a run along the M7
and included the often seen motorway sign
“turn left at the end of the field”
We disturbed a few resting cows on their
Sunday morning rest break

After the Chairman had spent a few moments behind bars; we were allowed the privilege of
visiting J J o’Neills racing stables. This large complex has produced a good few race winners and
continues to train and produce horses and apprentice jockeys.

We were given a talk by a member of the family (Cousin?) He told us about the facilities there.
There is a solarium, pool, heated accomadation, 5 furlong and mile runs, and your feet never
have to touch hard ground.
Before you rush to book your holiday; it was pointed out the horses benefit from these facilities

There was a great number of stables very
impressively arranged.

After enjoying a good lunch, we still had to go back to the Ranch for scones and refreshments
courtesy of Andy and Sheila Attridge.
Thanks to Brem and Jennie for the route, and Sheila and Andy for the hospitality.

Also a photo from Adam Tibbs to round off what was clearly a great event.

Pride of Longbridge
There was a huge turn out of vehicles for the 2013 Pride of Longbridge gathering on Saturday
13th April. Many are the more modern vehicles but the older (senior?) vehicles form an important
connection with the factory. Overall there was an estimated 500 to 600 vehicles in the park.
Some clubs arrange a run to the event. Others have their own procession. It might be that in the
future the club might like to have a more formal gathering and we could all park together.

Why not join us next year ?

I asked for comments on the articles by Clive and Terry and this is the only
one I have had. Ed
From Andy Lowe
I rather like the articles by Clive and Terry. The racing content might not interest everyone, but
some of the information may solve another problem you might have. Recently in an article on
gearboxes, there was a method of removing the thin bronze bush from the inside of the gear. I
had not thought of that, and it could be used in a number of other situations.
As most editors say “Don’t just sit there, write something!”
******************************************************************************

Montlhery Revival Meeting 2013
The meeting at Montlhery, the banked track, just south of Paris is a bi annual event. I
went across in 2011. Entry involves submitting an entry form with photos of your
vehicle. If you are accepted you pay the entry fee. Although you don’t need a
competition licence to take part in the runs along the track, you do need a helmet. You
can even take your passenger. I decided to be just an exhibition car. The campsite and
the ferry were booked. The meals at the circuit were booked.
The alarm going off at 4am signalled the start of the trip, and by 5am Sandy and I were
bowling down the M42/M40. The motorhome was packed the night before and the TOP
loaded on to the trailer. This was not with out incident. The Saturday before I’d gone to
the Pride of Longbridge do, and the car started fine. On the Sunday it was a little
reluctant, and by the Monday it wouldn’t start on the starter. Charging the battery didn’t
help, so a change to the battery out of the Box saloon was made, that cured the
problem. Talk about last minute panic.
The ferry was boarded in Dover across to Dunkerque and we followed the previous
route through Lille and down the A1 to Paris. This might be a toll road but makes for
easy travelling. Paris was the usual car park, but “only” took about an hour and a half
to traverse. This time I didn’t tour the area but went straight to the campsite.
The next day was spent visiting the village bakery
and the local shopping arcade and getting used to
the French traffic in an open car.
Friday we decided to go to Versailles which was
about 30 kms away. The journey was uneventful
and the car park for up to 350 cars is right in front of
the Palace of
Versailles. This
was set up for
vast numbers of
tourists. A good
organisation
keeps everyone moving and into the Palace with the
minimum of queuing. The decoration was as lavish
and astonishing as you were led to believe.
Everything is covered with gold leaf. Outside the
formal gardens stretch as far as the eye can see. You
could easily spend the whole day in the gardens
alone and not see all of it. The cafe was a little
expensive but all the food was freshly prepared. So after eating we started for the

campsite. The first two attempts to get out of Versailles found us going back in to the centre on
a different road. We saw the car park three times. Still on the
third attempt we found the A86, and in the right direction!
After about a mile and on a slight rise the car began to loose
power and lapsed on to two cylinders and we glided into the
side of the road. Hi-viz jackets became the required wear
and the triangle was deployed. I changed all the ignition and
cleaned the plugs and then changed them to no avail. So we
set off on foot towards the next SOS point which was 800
mts away. As this was interrupted by a down ramp and an up
ramp; it meant climbing over the Armco. The French SOS
points have a button to push and so we pushed it. Nothing
happened, but then a motorist stopped to tie his load down
on his trailer and offer to ring the police; who said it wasn’t
working! We walked and climbed our way back to the car.
The engine started, we staggered up the hard shoulder and
down the ramp on to a D road. I rang the number for the Richardson Hoskins breakdown
service. They took lots of details and said they would arrange rescue. A text arrived saying the
rescue was on its way, who it was, and the approx time. The truck found us and loaded the car.
As this was happening the phone rang and R/H said they were coming, we said “they are here”.
We were taken back to the campsite and unloaded. We collapsed with a drink. The phone rang,
R/H again to check we were alright and was there anything else we needed help with. SUPERB
service and highly RECOMMENDED.

The problem turned out to be a blown head gasket; so not having taken one with me, we
used the motorhome to go to Montlhery on the Saturday and Sunday.
The event is run as a time trial. The cars and motorbikes go out , do a couple of laps
behind a pace car, and are then released to do as many laps as they wish in 20
minutes. There are all manner of vehicles competing; from Gp Bugatti to veterns.
Motorbikes go out on there own, and Morgan three wheelers as a group. There are
many unusual vehicles in the paddock. Some of the vehicles are very obscure and the
only one in existance. This year the featured marque was Voisin. Up to this point I had
only seen one in England. Here there were about 12 all lined up.

A rather excentric car, many featured very aeordynamic bodywork and of course their
distinctive mascot on the radiator.

Also there in numbers were Amilcar C6’s, supported by an Amilcar MCO, one of two
single seater’s the company made.
Many will have seen the propellor driven Leyat, that went out, together with a Grafton
monocar, a Charter Lea and a pedal powered cyclecar

The motorbikes were equally fascinating. Montlhery was used for record breaking,
including cycle records and they were paced by a motorbike.
There were 6 A7’s entered and some others on display. Getting an entry was quite
difficult even with 500 plus vehicle of such diverse nature.

After the 8 “plateau’s had been out,
there was a relaxed 2 hour lunch break,
and then they all did it again. The Sunday
followed the same pattern. It was all about
enjoying your old vehicle and having fun!

Many of the vehicles don’t appear in England and are of French or continental
manufacture.

After the feast of motoring Monday was a quiet day, with another visit to the Boulangery
(artisan baker) Even the packaging was artistic, but the contents even more interesting!

Tuesday we caught the train into Paris, the station being 5 mins walk from the campsite.
Visits were made to the Notre Dame cathedral and a water taxi ride along the River
Seine to take in the sights, side for our train was a bit hit or miss (we made it!)
Wednesday was another quiet day walking in the local park, visiting a nearby antique
shop and packing to go home. Thursday we made our way home. Paris was much
easier going back, but the folks travelling south were still queuing. We made such good
time we manage to catch the earlier ferry.

Car of the event for me?? Well I could have taken one of the Voisin’s home, but I doubt
if it would fit the garage!

******************************************************************************
MAY
 Sun 26 May 13: Stanford Hall Rally (MA7C event)
 Mon 27 May 13: Bideford Gliding Club Wings and Wheels;
other clubs such as Bugatti and MG will be there –
money raised for the benefit of Acorns
 Wed 29 May 13: Club Evening: Noggin 'n Natter
April
 Wed 26 Jun 13:
Club Evening: Rally Evening – RV at Fleur de Lys,
Lowsonford? (MA7C event)



PRECIS OF MINUTES OF A7CA
A7CA Events Calendar. The 2013 Events Calendar had been updated and the extra events had
been included with the latest Grey Mag.
Stolen Cars Update Howard Arnett
The Chairman told the AGM that he had received an e-mail from Peter Hennell giving details of
a Tracker system costing £99 in which members might be interested. Jim Blacklock suggested
that Insurance Companies might be persuaded to offer a reduction if a Tracker device was fitted.
The Chairman questioned whether or not the Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire Club was covered
under the Association scheme and was told by John Wyett that only Member Clubs were
covered: the Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire Club was an Associate Member. Howard Annett
then explained his involvement with Brokers and Insurance Companies and explained that the
Austin 10 Drivers' Club was a member as it was the only other Pre-War Austin Club.
RH Insurance Article. Hazel Gore explained that RH Insurance had written an article for the
next Grey Mag in which they said, amongst other things, that they do not charge for adding or
deleting a driver from their Policy.
Free Bulletins and Books. The Vice Chairman said that he had Bulletins and some books to give
away to the first comer; he said that Geoff Roe's autobiography on Bert Hadley was delayed and
would possibly be launched at the time of the NEC Classic Car Show in November. He said that
PWA7C had secured funding of £2000 from the Michael Sedgewick Memorial Trust towards the
book. He then said that an original Garage Chart was being passed to the Association archives as
a result of a donation to the PWA7C.
The Treasurer reported to the AGM that the receipts and payments statement for the year had
been circulated and had been reviewed independently. He said that, in summary, this showed
that the Association started the year with liquid funds of £44,282.82 held in the Association's
Lloyds Bank current and Scottish Widows deposit accounts; funds at the end of the year
amounted to £26,581.65. Overall, the liquid funds had reduced by £17,701.17 during the year
because:
 the net cost to the Association for staging the Warwick 90th Anniversary celebration in
July 2012, accounts for which had been given out at the January meeting.
 the cost of sponsoring the "Speedy" at the Le Mans event.
 the purchase of a stock of repro brochures for resale from the archives.
 the production of the DVD of A7CA magazines and replacement of the stock of
"Chummy" prints.
 the insurance costs have increased because of the new Directors' and Officers' liability
insurance but this is offset by changing the main insurer from Zurich to Markel.
The Treasurer continued that, on the plus side, the policy of re-charging magazine distribution
costs to Clubs when magazines are not collected at the quarterly meetings means that there is
now no net distribution cost to A7CA. He noted that Advertising and Archive sales revenue
were both very healthy and continued to make very worthwhile contributions to A7CA funds and
that thanks were due to Hazel Gore and Phil Baildon. He told the AGM that Investment income
was slightly above that of previous years but that interest rates had reduced from January 2013
and, in any event, inflation meant that our liquid funds had decreased in real terms. He had
concluded that there was no need to increase subscriptions for full member or associate clubs and
that there was no need to increase the cover price of the "Grey Mag" at the moment although he
suggested that, if magazine printing costs were to increase, the situation might have to be
reviewed.

FBHVC NEWSLETTER No.2 2013 – SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS
FUEL NEWS
At the beginning of March the FBHVC sent representatives to the latest fuel stakeholder
meeting, This meeting was mainly concerned with the best way to launch E10 fuel in the UK
and was attended by representatives from the DFT, Low CVP, fuel companies, the AA, RAC
and the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders. The FBHVC was the sole voice
representing the historic vehicle movement. Right at the start of the meeting the DfT
expressed the opinion that ‘the time is not right’ to introduce E10 and ‘the government
preference is that E10 will not be introduced soon’. However the introduction will be a purely
commercial decision by the suppliers, who DfT hope ‘would be cognisant of the impact on
consumers’. The British Standard for the labelling of the fuel on the forecourt has now been
agreed and in theory the fuel could now be available at the pumps, albeit with very clear
warnings on the label about possible compatibility problems.
Retailers have been told not to answer compatibility questions – the idea is to get
consumers educated before they get to the E10 pump. A rough rule of thumb would seem to
be that if a vehicle uses carburettors then it is unlikely to be compatible with E10 petrol. Until
the end of 2013 protection grade fuel will definitely be available: this will be guaranteed to
contain a significantly lower proportion of ethanol. At the end of the year the agreement to
supply this fuel officially ends but the Federation will campaign to ensure its continued
availability.
Charter of Turin
Landmark international protocol indicates pathway to official recognition of the
heritage significance of historic vehicles
On 29 January 2013, the Turin Charter came into force, having been adopted by the
Fédération
Internationale des Véhicules Anciens (FIVA) General Assembly in October 2012. This policy
paper highlights the cultural and historical importance of all road vehicles and advocates their
responsible treatment and use.
These principles and guidelines provide support for owners of historical vehicles in the use,
maintenance, repair and restoration of their vehicle. The charter is a landmark document,
recognised worldwide. It is FIVA’s reaction to the requirement from international political
organisations such as the EU Parliament and UNESCO for such an international voluntary
protocol setting standards for the preservation and use of historic vehicles.
“If we want to be able to experience classic vehicles in the future, we must make sure they
are
recognised as a part of our culture worth protecting now”, said FIVA president Horst
Brüning.
“And that doesn’t mean putting old vehicles in museums. Quite the opposite, we hope this
charter leads to people seeing more classic vehicles on public roads. This is the only way to
share their history and the fascination they hold with everybody.”
To read the Charter of Turin in full go to the FIVA website at: www.fiva.org
The full text of this newsletter can be found on the FBHVC website at: www.fiva.org

Ronald (Ron) Bernard Fredrick Lake
21-Oct-1949

12-May-2013

After a long and hard battle with cancer bravely borne, Ron passed away peacefully on Sunday at
home with his wife, son and father beside him.
Ron was born in Nuneaton and lived his formative years in Nether Whitacre and Shustoke. He joined
Fisher and Ludlow at Castle Bromwich as the youngest apprentice sheet metal worker in 1965. He
won the ‘Apprentice of the Year Award’ 2 years later and on completion of his apprenticeship, he
joined their Experimental Department, where he remained through all the machinations of Leyland,
BL, Austin Rover and Rover. Latterly, he was moved to Washford Heath and finally to Saltley, from
where he took VR after 40 years with the company.
Ron will be remembered as a quiet , private, family man who was most generous with his time and
skills. There are a number of Austins and other cars within this club, which have benefited from
Ron’s skills with planishing hammer, dolly and welding equipment. His calm, ‘can do’ attitude and
sense of humour will be greatly missed. Our thoughts, prayers and sympathy are with Verenda and
their sons at this sad time.
Ron’s Funeral will take place at St. Cuthbert’s Church, off Church Road, Shustoke. B46 2JY
on Friday, 17th May at 2.00pm
Directions: From the A446 Coleshill by-pass. At roundabout take the B4114 East towards Nuneaton.
After 3.3 miles at sharp climbing Left hand bend go straight on into Shawbury Lane (Beware
oncoming traffic – Blind bend) and immediate Left to Church

